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Comparison of CEAS and Williams-Type Barley Yield Models fbr North
DakDta and Minnesota. By Sharon LeDuc , MOAA/EDIS/CEAS, Models Brand,
Columbia, Missouri.
ABSTRACT
The cmdels have each been evaluated in separate documents (Barnett,
1981). The imdels are compared based on specified selection criteria which
includes a ten year bootstrap test (1974-1979). Based on this the imdels
were quite comparable. However, the CEAS model was slightly better
overall. The Williams-type model seamed better fbr the 1974 estimates.
Because that year spring wheat yield was particularly low the Williams-type
model should not be excluded from further consideration.
Key words: Model comparison, yield modeling, linear regression.
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Comparison of CEAS and Williams--Type Barley Models fbi
North Dakota and Minnesota
by Sharon LeDuc
Review of Models
The CEAS (Moths, 1980) and the Williams-Type (Williams 1975) barley
models are multiple regression models which use monthly mean temperature
and monthly total precipitation data as the basis fbr developing predictor
variables. The temperature and precipitation are the average fbr all sta-
tions within a crop reporting district. Information on the models is
available in two papers: "Evaluation 	 CEAS Barley Model in North Dalwta
and Minnesota" and "Evaluation of Williams Type Barley Model in North
Dakota and Minnesota" (Barnett, 1981). The Williams-Type model was designed
to parallel the models by Williams (1975) but still be comparable to the
CEAS models. Trend is handled identically in the two models as a linear
and quadratic function of year. The distinguishing differences are the
inclusion of soil texture and topographical variables in the Williams type
model and the subsequent pooling of or-oss sectional data (the separate crap
reporting districts) in selecting predictor variables and estimating the
coefficients.
Comparison Methodology
Eight Model Characteristics to be Compared
The document, Crop Yield Model Test and Evaluation Criteria, (Wilson et
al., 1980), states:
The model characteristics to be emphasized in the evaluation process
are: yield indication reliability, objectivity, consistency with
scientific knowledge, adequacy, tivieliness, minimum cost, simplicity,
and accurate current measures of modeled yield reliability.
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The nedela will pe compared using these characteristics; each is
discussed individually without regard to the other characteristics. The
present discussion mains no presumption as to the relative importance of
the characteristics.
Quantitative
 
Model 22 p iaons
Are Based on the Satre Data
Direct quantitative comparisons between wdels will be made for two of
the previously mentioned criteria: (1) yield indication reliability Pnd
(2) accurate current measures of modeled yield reliability. The quwititles
involved are derived from the observed yields and the yodel predicted
yields and standard errors of prediction obtained Fran independent
bootstrap tuts fbr each of ten years (1970-1979). The dare base period
is used for all aodela in computing model related values fbr a particular
year. The average production and yield over the ten year test peri-A are
listed in Table 1 for each &ographlc area. Also abown is the percent
production each crop reportir.g &'..strict (CRD) contributes to its state and
the three state region and the percent production each state contributes
to the region. The percentage of regional production fbr each CRD is shown
graphically in Figure 1. Darker shades indicate higher productivity.
Separate models are derived fbr each CRD, state, and the region. Model
related values (predictions and standard errors of prediction) at the
state "la-vel are also obtained by using a weighte O average of that state's
CRD model values. Model related values for the region are also obtained
using a weighted everage of the values from the CRD models and fror_ the
state cmdels. The weighting factor used is harvested acreage. Results
obtained by aggragstirg from the CRD wdels are identified in tables as
"CRD ACKIR." Results obtained by aggregating from the state cmdels are
ident if led as "STATES AQOR . "
{
4
In addition to the LEAS and Williams-type model, the "strawman" model
is included in Tableo 2-10. 12-14 and in Appendix 1. This mdel type is
described by SebauyA (1981) and will not be discussed here.
hidels Are Ranked According to Performance
Models are ranked for each of the following indicators of yield reliability
(order does not imply relative importance):
(1) the bias,
(2) the root mean aqursre error (FALSE),
(3) the standard deviation (SD),
(4) the percent of years the absolute value of the relattre differenr•:
exceeds tea percent,
(5) the largest absolute value of the relative difference,
(6) the next largest ebsolute value of the relative difference,
(7) the percent of years in Which the direction of charge from the
previous year in the 4'a agrees with the Y's.
(8) the percent of years in which the dirmction.of change from the
a erago of the previous three years in the Y's agrees with the
Y' a, and
(9) the Pearson correlation coefficient between the actual and pre-
dicted yields during the independent test years.
Models are a:.sc ranked according to the value of the Spearman correlation
coefficient which indicates the utility of the model's current measure of
modeled yield reliability. For mat of the indicators (1-6), the model
with the smallest mureric value exhibits the best performance in terns of
yield reliability and is given a rank of 1. For the remaining gtaatitiss,
the model with the largest value exhibits the meat desirable performance.
If models are tied for the same level of performance, they are all assigned
the lowest rank 1br which they ere tied. For example, Lr two models are
tied for beat performance, thev are both as sigied a rank of 1, the lower of
ranks 1 and 2.
It should be rem tbered that the models are ranked only in relation to each
other and not to an absolute standard. Therefore, saying that a particular
model performs better, is superior to, or more desirable than another model
does not necessarily imply that tyre model is the best of all possible
models. It is the best of only those with which it is currently being
compared.
5
Models are Oommpared Using Stat.Latical
Tests Based on d - Y - Y
It is desirable to run a statistical teat owparLrg the reliability of can-
peting models. A formal statistical test considers the variability of
model performance over time and allows the user to specify an upper limit
on the probability of inoorrectly declaring one model better than another.
This probability is born as a, the level of slgnif loance, or the Type I
error.
However, because of the manner In which models are ahoaen fbr testing and
how they are evaluated, it is challenging to construct a meaningful sta-
tistical test. Only yield models which have been presented in the litera-
ture or developed by Mown experts are considered. Therefore, a priori,
great differences between the reliability of the models are not expected.
A powerful statistical procedure is needed which is able to detect wall,
although important, differences in reliability. Also, the test should be
able to function well with relatively smnall samples of data for each model,
say ten years.
The test should also perform well when only two models are being compared.
Often only two models of a particular type, for example, two monthly
weather data models or two daily weather data models, are canpetitive arnd
available fbr testing. 'When models of different types are to be canpared,
it is unlikely that all possible model camparisons will be made. It is
more likely that the best models of ew.h type will l o- compared.
It would appear that an F test could be useful in canparirg the mean square
errues of two models. However, if the mean square errors are based on ten
years of test data and a t
 - .05, then one model 'a mean square error must be
four times larger then Anthers before the models can be declared
different. This is an unreasonable requirement since nDdels Which are in
the evaluation process will alrmat always be more campetitive than this.
A test my be constructed by cons ide ri.rg that one mo dkl is cons ide red more
reliable than another model if its predicted yields, Y's, are closer to the
actual yields, Y's. No difference in the reliability of two models fo r a
particular year means that the absolute value of the difference between
their predicted yields and the actual yield is the same. The absolute
value of the difference is used because it does not matter whether one
model ever-estimates and the other underestimates or whether they both over
or under-estimate?. The reliability of a model for that year is related to
the amount of the discrepancynot its direction. We my define
I d i I - 1 Y 1 - Y1,	 d2 I - 1 Y2 - Y , and D - I d, I - I d2 I . ".he
models are equally reliable in a year r which D equals zero. If D is not
equal to zero, one model is more reliable than the other fbr that year. In
formal terms, we went to test the nul.t tWpothes is that there is no dif-
ference in the reliability of the models over all years. Th do so tk*
values of D fram the, ten test years may be used to compute a test statistic
and a dec'eion mr ..t^ whether or not to reject the null hypothesis. Since
the results for the models are paired each year, paired-sample statistical
tests are used.
6
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Two types of mired-sample statistical tests are used: a parametric test
using the s' ]ent t-test statistic and a nonparametric test using the
Wilcoaoon eigned rank test statistic. One reason fbr applying both tests is
that they require different assumptions. The parametric t-test assumes the
D values are normally distributed while the nonparametrIc test does not.
The d values may be considered to be approximately normally distributed.
The I d I values would then be folded normrals rather then normally
distributed. Although both models are folded at I d I = 0, their means may
be different and the distribution of D has a possibility of not being nor-
mally distributed. The t-test is robust with respect to the normality
assumption; however, this possible violation of the assumption is one
reason for also ' r urming the non-parametric test.
The other reason for running both tests concerrns the conditions under which
the null -pothesis is rejected by each test. Using the parametric test,
the basis for • ,ejecting the null hypothesis is the average size of the D
values as compared to their var'ability. The t-test statistic is the
average of the sample D's divided by the sample standard error of the D's.
The hypothesis will be rejected and the model with the smaller I d I values
declared more reliable if t is large (either positive or n tive).
However, it is possible that one model could have a smallerld I value for
each of the test years, in other words, be very consistent in outperforming
the other model, and still the null hypothesis may not be rejected by the
parametric test unless the average value of D is large enough. The para-
metric tes t, implicitly requires that one model have more, years with
I d M values smeller by a sufficlent amount before that model may be
declared more reliable.
Using the nonparametric test, the null hypothesis will always be rejected
if one model has smaller I d I values for each of the test ;tears, regardless
of. the wggiitude of the D values. Therefore, if the models are very ca^-
petitive in terms of the I d I values each year, but one model consistently,
although slightly, outperforms the other model, the nonparametric test will
still declare the consistent model to be more reliable.
The hypothesis of equal model performance will only be rejected by the non-
parametric test if one yodel has rare years with smaller I d M values than
the other model. The iD^iel with imore smaller I d i values is considered the
mmore reliable model in terms of consistency of performance. However, to
reject the null hypothesis and declare one model clearly better than
arrnth,er, consistency of performance is a necessary, but not a sufficient,
requirement. Consider the situation in which one nDdel is more consistent
than the other but the largest D values occur when the less consistent
model performs better. In the few years the less consistent model performs
better, it performs mm uch better. A dilemma exists since one model is metre
consistent than the ether but the biggest differences between the mrDdels
occur when the consistent model performs worse. The mull hypothesis will
not be rejected and the consistent model will not be declared better if
this situation occurs. The mull hypothesis will be rejected only if one
model is more cons is tent and the biggest differences between the models
occur when the consistent model performs better.
a
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MDEL COMPARISON
Indicators of Yield Reliability Based on
d - Y - Y Show Williams-type Preferred for CRD Models,
but CEAS Models Better for Aggregated Estimates
The model values and comparative ranks for the bias, the root mean
square error (RMSE), and the standard deviation (SD) are given in Tables
2, 3, and 4. Most (all but 4) individual CRD estimates from the Williams
type model are less biased than the estimates from the CEAS models. The
CEAS state model estimates and regional cstimates sggregate3 fran the CED
estimates are less biased than those fran tha Williams type model (Table 2).
The results shown in Table 3 indicate smaller RMSE for eight CRD's with
the Williams-type model, Figure 2; for the CRD's aggregated to state or
regional values the CEAS model had smaller RMSE. The Williams type model
generally has smaller standard deviations than the CEAS models (Table 4).
The CEAS aggregated CRDs had smaller standard deviations for Minnesota and
the region. One reason is that the CEAS CRD models are better in ND 30 and
MN 10, both high production areas.
Indicators of Yield Reliability Based on
rd = (d/Y* 100 Show Williams Type Tightly Better
for CRD estimates
The model values and canparative ranks for the indicators of yield
reliability based on the relative difference, rd, are given in Tables 5, 6,
and 7. These indicators are valuable for demonstrating the worst perfor-
mance of a model. Therefore, the better performing model will hare the
smaller value for percentage years when the absolute value of the relative
8
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TABLE 2
MADE	 COMPARISON BASED ON THE
BAS (QUINTALS/HECTARE)
DERIVED FROM INDEPNDENT 	 TEST YEARS
TREND AND MONTH	 WEATHER DATA MODELS6Y
^ARLEY
NORTH DAKOTA AND MINNESOTA
MODEL
I	 STRAWMAN	 I	 WILLIAMS	 I CEAS
STATE
	
CRD I	 BIAS	 RANK	 I	 BIAS	 RANK	 i BIAS RANK
- - -w -- - - - - W-1
 - - - - - - - - - - - - ---  I - - - -- w w- w w -- w ss. - -- ---------
N.DAKOTA 
20 1.68
11 1
w
=	 (3) 1	 -0.45	 (1) 1.3111 (2)
30
40
1	 0.47	 (1)	 1	 -	 .15	 (3)	 1
I	 1.02	 (1)	 1	 -1.40	 (2)1
0.95 (2)
-1.81 (3)
50 i	 1	 96	 (3)	 I	 -	 28	 I1)	 I -1 50 (2)
60 1
80 1
90 1
1
ST^RDSMAGGR.1
1
MINNESOTA10 1
1
STATE MODEL I
CRDS AGGR.1
REGION	 i
CRDS AGGR.I
STATES AGGR.1
0.74
1
1.76
2.31
1.16
1.12
2.86 (3)
	
1.03	 (1)
	
1.12	 (1)
-.31
0.58
1.07
-2.93315
-1.75
-0.87
-1.90
-2.38
1 -2.20
(3)
(2)
(2)
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TABLE 3
MODE` COMPARISON BASED ON THE
ROOT MEAN SQUARE ERROR (QUINTALS/HECTARE)
DERIVED FROM INDEPENDENT TEST YEARS
TREND AND MONTH`
AR WEA
THER DATA MODELS
NORTH DAKOTA AND MINNESOTA
MODEL
I STRAWMAN I WILLIAMS I CEAS
STATE
	
CRD	 I RMSE RANK	 I RMSE RANK	 I RMSE RANK
------------ I--------------- 1--------------- 1-------------
N.DAKOTA 10	 1 4.19 (3)	 1 2.95 (1)	 1 2.99 (2)
20	 I 3.67 (3)	 I 2.65 (1)	 1 3.39 (2)
30	 1 3.35 :3)	 1 3.02 (2)	 1 2.40 (1)
40	 1 4. 6 (2)	 1 3.05 (1)	 1 5.01 (3)
50	 1 4.34 (3)	 1 2.73 (1)	 1 4.11 (2)
60	 1 3.50 (2)	 1 4.41 (3) 1 3.26 (1)
70	 1 3.62 (2)	 1 2.32 (1) 1 3.90 (3)
80	 i 4.04 (3)	 1 2.6 (1) 1 3.64 (2)
90	 1 (3)
	 1 3.46 (1) 1 3.60 (	 )
ST
^RDSMAGG
0L
R.I
4
3
.3
1
3
3.10 ()	 1 2.80 (2), I 2.44 (1)
MINNESOTA40
STATE MODE
CRDS AGG .
2.84 (2)
5.60 (3)
2..97	 (3)
2.96 (2)
3.07 (1)
2.97 (2)
3.34 (3)
4;89 (2)
2.65 (1)
RE^RDS AGGR.12.94 (3)
	 1	 2.85 (2)
STATES AGGR.I	 2.92 (1)	 1	 3.07 (2) 3.12 (3)
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TABLE 4
MODEL COMPARISON BASED ON THE
STANDARD DEVIATION (GUINTA`S/HECTARE)
DERIVED FROM INDEPENDENT TEST YEARS
TREND AND MONTHLY WEATHER DATA MODELS
BARLEY
NORTH DAKOTA #ND MINNESOTA
MODEL
I STRAWMAN I WILLIAMS I CEAS
STATE
	
CRD I SO RANK	 1 SO RANK	 i SO RANK
^^ w w w w ww^ w ^.. I w w w w w ^w w w w w w^ w w 1 w w w^ w^ ww ^ w w w w^ w 1^ w w w ^^w • w w w w^
N.DAKOTA 10 1 3.67 (3)
	 1 2.76 (2)	 1 2.52 (1)
20 1 3.26 (3)	 1 2.62 (1)	 1 3.14 (2)
30 1 3.12 (3)	 1 2.79 2.21 (1)
40 1 4.24 (2)	 1 2.71
(1)	 1
(	 )	 1 4.67 (3)
50
60
1 3.87
3.42
(3)
	 I
2.
.4 (1)
	
1 3.82 (2)
1 (3)	 1 92 (1)
	
1 3.18 (2)
70 1 2.90 (2)	 1 2.24 (1)	 1 3.84 (3)
80 1 3.64 (3)	 1 2.44 (1)	 1 3.61 (2)
90
0L 1''
3.66 (3)
	 1 1.81 (
1
1)	 1 3.37 (2)
STCROSMAGGR.i ` . 2.89 (	 ) 2.18 (1) 2.40 (2).
MINNESOTA40 1
1
STATE MODEL I
CROS AGGR.I
REGION	 I
CROS AGGR.I
STATES AGGR.I
4:81 (3)
2.80	 (3)
2.77 (3)
2.74 (3)
2.70	 (3)
2.89 (3)
2.94	 (1)
2.28 (2)
2.34 (2)
2.14	 (1)
4;42 (2)
1.62	 (1)
2.4)4 (2
12
')F POOR Q ,'41J' y
difference exceeds ten percent. The largest and the next largest absolute
value of the relative difference stould also be as small as possible with
the preferred model. In 6 of the 11 CRD's the Williams type model is
within 10% of the relative difference more often than is the CEAS model
(Figure 3). For this attribute the CRD estimates aggregated to state and
regional estimates are better with the CEAS model, Table 5.
With regard to the largest absolute relative difference (Figure 4), the
Williams-type model estimates are better in CRD 40 in 14.'rmnesota and in all
of North Dakota (except CRD 90) than the estimates from the CEAS models.
The aggregated CEAS CRD models are better than the aggregated Williams-type
models only for Minnesota (Table 6). This is also true with the next
largest absolute relative differences (Figure 5 and Table 7). Only 3 CRDs
show CEM being better. However, 2 are the higher production areas so the
regional 4-Vegation of CEAS CRD models is better. With the CE'A: model the
largest relative differences are all positive for North Dakoota. The
Williams-type appears better for CRD estimates with the aggregated CFO
estimates revealing no clear preference.
Indicators of Yield Reliability Base3 on
Direction of Change and Pearson Correlation
Show the Williams4ne Nbdels Preferable for CRD's but CEAS
Nbdels Better for State and Regional Estimates
Plots of the actual and predicted yield for both models as well as the
strawmmman model are shown for the state level in Figures 6 and 7. The model
values and the comparative ranks for the indicators of yield reliability
based on Y and Y are given in Tables 8, 9, and 10. These indicators
demonstrate the correspondence between actual and predicted yields. The
better model will have the larger percentage of years in which the direction
of change from the previous year and from the average of the previous three
years in the Y I a agrees with the corresponding charge in the Y's. The
correlation coefficient between the actual and predicted yields will also
be higher.
In terms of cur r a;L direction cf change from the previous year, as
shown in Table 8 the Williams-type model ranks at least as gpod as the CEAS
models for all areas except the Minnesota state ,mdRI and the northeast
crop reporting district (30) of North Dalaota. However, for models aggre-
gated to the state or regional level, and for the state models, CEAS ranks
better. The better model for each CRD is shown in Figure 8.
When the direction of change Fran the average of the last three years
is considered, the Williams-type model is again better than the CEAS models
for met individual CRDs (Table 9). However, the state and aggregated
CEAS models are as g7od as, and in. the case of Minnesota better than, the .
Williams-type model. The better imdel for each CRD is indicated in Figure 9.
In all but three oaf the CRDs the Pearson correlation coefficient is
higher for the Williams-type imdel (Figure 10 and Table 10). The CEAS
model has a higher correlation coefficient fbr the Minnesota state rmdel
and for the Minnesota state estimate derived from aggregation cf CRD
estimates. The CEAS CRD models aggregated to the regional level also have
a higher correlation coefficient than the Williams-type models.
Statistical Tlests Based on d=Y-Y
Preference for Aggregated CRD Estimate for North Dalota using
Results of the parametric and nonparametric paired-sample statistical
tests are given in Tables 11, 12 and 13.
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MODEL
EE
TABLE 5EE
E
D
y
EPERC^
ERIVEDYFROMP^ NEPENDENTDTESTEYA43^
iO^S
TREND AND MONTH`Y WEATHER DATA MODELS
BARLEY
NORTH DAKOTA AND MINNESOTA
I
STRAWMAN
MODE
I	 WILLIkMS 1 CEAS
STATE
	
C DR	 I RANK I	 % RANK 1 45 RANK
------------ I ---------------1--------------- 1 -------------
N.DAKCTA 10
	 1 60 (2) 1	 60 (2) 1 40 (1)
2
p
0	 1 30 (1) 50 1 370 (3)
II1
(132)
50	 1 70 (2) 60 (f) 70 (2)1 1
60	 1 70 (2) 11
2
80 (3) 1 60 (1)
80	 1 (2)6	 S 0 (11) 1 90
(J)
90 60 (1)
(
1 1	 80 (3) 1 60 (1)
STATE MODE 1 40 (1) 1CRDS AGG .1 50 (	 ) 1	 TO (3)
I
30 (1)
1
MINNESOTA10	 1 40 (1)
1	
_
60 (3) 1 50 (2)
40	 1(3)60 1	 30 (1) 1 50 (2)
STATE MODEL
	 I 50 (2) 1	 50 (2) 30 (1)
CRDS AGGR.I 50 (2) 1	 50 (2) 1 30 cl)
1
RE^RgS AGGR.I 50
(
1
I
I(2) 70 (3) 0 (1)
STATES AGGR.1 50 (1) 1	 70 (2) 1 0 (2)
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TABLE 6
MODE	 COMPARISON BASED ON THE
^ARGkPT O IRELAJIVE
	
IFFERENCE
VED	 R M IND PENDFNT TEST YlA4S
TREND AND
NORTH
MONTH Y
DAKOTA
bARLEY
WEATHER DATA 40DELS
AND MINNESOTA
STATE
	
CRD i
----------- I ---------------
RD
STRAWMAN '"i
RANK
ODEkMS,
'	 4	 CEAS
I	
R6LLI 
RANK	 I	 RD
---------	 --------
RANK
N * DAKOTA 10
20
30
40
so
60
70
IS 1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
65 9
77:9
54 7
86:3
73o2
4	 1
3J:6
84
60
(3)
(3)1 3 )
(	 )
(3)
(3)
(M)
1	 —2894	 (1)
1	 48o4	 (1)
1	 31: 1 	 ( 1 )
I	 &	 (	 )
1	 40.7	 (1)
1	 —27@6	 (1)
1	 -24 * 9	 (1)
_J8 6	 (J)
1	 8:5
1
1
1
1
1
44.9
68 9
J11:5
1	 8
41:5
29s7
46,4
8
32:4
(2)2)(s)(	 )(2)(2)(3)
(J)
STATE SMODEh ' I
CR	 AG 5
SJ:O
0
( 3 ),	 1	
2	 (
(1)
) 11
J6:5
9	 1
(J)
(	 I
KINNESOTA10 1
40 1
1
STATESMODE4,1
CR	 AGG I
REGION
CROS AGGR I
STATES AGGR:l
BA
2 (3)	 1
26 0
2S: 4
(3)
(2)
42 2	 3)
41:3	 (3)
1
7: 7
3	 1
-24 9 8 (2)
26o9 (3)	 1
:1
7.9
2 * 7 (2)	 1
:14:2 (J)
	
8 6	 ( i
	
:21 5	 (1)
	
19:3	 ( )
	
24.7	 (21
	
— 19.2	 (1)
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TABLE 7
MODE	 COMPARISON BASED ON THE
NEXT LkRGEST IRELATIVE CIFFEREVCEI
DERIVED FROM INDEPENDENT TEST YEARS
TREND AND MONTH`Y WEATHER DATA +MODELS 49ARLEY
NORTH DAKOTA AND MII.NESOTA
.	
...	 ,.w	 .	 ,. ••+.	 }„ .	 •	 -	 ..
 MODEL
I STRAWMAN I WILLIAMS	 I CEAS
STATE
	
CRD	 1
------------ 1---------------
RD RANK	 I
I---------------
RD RANK	 1
I-------------
RD RANK
N.DAKOTA 10	 1 34.9 (3)	 1 26.8 (1)	 1 30.7 (2)
20	 1 29.3 (3)	 1 -18.3 (1) 1 21.5 (2)
30	 1 -15.1 (2)	 1 -22.5 (3)	 1 38:140	 1 26.3 (1)	 1 -26.^. (2)	 1 _ (3)
SO	 1 50.3 (3)	 1 -20.8 (1) 1 36.6 (2)
60	 1 28.0 (3)	 1 -2:.1 (1) 1 25.0 (2)
70	 1 30.2 (3)	 1 -17.9 ( 2 ) 1 -2895 (22)
90	 1( 3)35.1 1 -18.8 (1) -27.91 t2
STATE MODELL 1 -14.5 ( 2 )	 1 -20.1 (3) 1 -19. (2)
CRDS AGGf^.1 -1495 )
1
-19.1 (3) 13.7 (1)
MINNESOTAI0	 1 21.1 (2)	 1 -26.2 (3) 1 -32.9 (2)
40	 1 41.9 (3)	 1 -24.2 (1) 1 6.1 (	 )
1
22.4 -14.6 (1) -16.0 (2)
ST
CROSMAGGR.1 (3)	 1 1
1
REGION
I i
AGGR.I -13.7 (2)	 1 -17.7 (3) 1 -12.7 (3)
STATES AGGR.I i1.7 (1)	 1 -16.2 (2) 1 18.0 (	 )
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T Q E %) I Al t-) W) 4 T H I Y 1 T -i a T A	 1-10	 D
NORT-4 I)AKOTA
ST P A + -PA 4N I
Mf) r)EL-
I i I AMC,	 I CEAS
STATE	 CPD	 I
------------ ---------------
% OAIIJK	 I
---------------
)A,JK
	 I ^
-------------
PAPiK
'4.DAKOTA	 10	 1 33 (3)	 1 -)7 (	 I)	 I t7
20	 1 11 (3)	 1 ') 7 (	 1)	 1 33 (2)
30	 1 33 (3)	 1 -)7 (2)	 1 7k (1)
40	 1 22 (3)	 1 1 ^ (	 1)	 1 7(:) (2)
50	 1 ?2 (3)	 1 F) 7 In tc) (2"
60	 1 33 (3)	 1 -)b 5 t)
70	 1 22 (3)	 1 44 (1)	 1 +4
Ro	 I ?;? (3)	 1 57 (1)	 1 44
90	 1 44 (1)	 1 44 (1)	 1 44
STATE MODEL
	 1 33 (1)	 1 33 (1)	 1 3^ (1)
CRDS AGGRel 33 (3)	 I 44 67
MINNESOT410	 1 44 -(3)	 1 ^9 (1)-	 1
40	 1 33 (2)	 1 C) (1)	 1
1
3.3 (2)
1
STATE MODEL
	 1 33
1(3)	 1 44 (21	 1 S6 (1)
CROS	 AGGRol 44 (3)	 1
I
r,)7 (1)	 1
I
57 (1)
I
REGION	 I I I
CPDS	 AGG :^.l 56 1 44 (3)	 1 7+3 (1)
STATES	 AGG-Z, 1 C;6 (3)	 1 5 7 (1)	 1 67 (1)
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PEPCE `iT	 nF T.,F	 i ?'LT T l ^F	 ^ 'i;^.FROM a T4PFF YEI-2	 `iACF	 a."aTol) T:	 ;':)::rL7CT
7lIPI
	 ,C) T`+ -^FPE t '-lc''IT	 TEST (F 1 -^
TPEND AVG MINTHLY
	 dFATHE^ DQT4. 1IOD-ELS, ..;
NOPT -a DAKOTA	 1,1I 'V"IFSOTA
t. )'^F I
I STS ] ^ , ^1 ^^)	 I	 jl_1_I ^	 ^;	 I C_ASSTATE_	 CQJ	 I
------------ 1---------------
QQ')K	 1
I---------------
a4 ^ K	 I
i-------------
oA..^
I
N.DAKOTA	 10	 1 14
I
(3)	 I	 71
I
(1)	 1 43 (2)
20	 1 43 (3)	 1	 - 036 (1)
30	 1 S7 t3)	 1	 71 (1)	 1 71 (1^
40	 1 0 (3)	 1	 A^ (1)
	
1 57 (2)
SO	 1 14 (3)	 1	 71 (1)	 1 57 (^)
Ao	 1 71 (1)	 1	 71 (1)	 1 /1 (1)
70	 1 14 (3)	 1	 57 (1)	 1 ±3 (2)
AO	 1 29 (3)	 1	 71 (1)	 1 -37 (?l
90	 1 29 (3)	 1	 11)ci (1)	 1 71 (2)
STATE MODEL	 1 ' 43 (3)	 i	 57 (1)	 1 57 (1)
CRDS AGG .1 57 (3)	 I	 71 (1)	 1 71 (1)
MINNESOTA1O
40
STATE MODEL
CRDS AGGR.
i
REG10`1
CRDS ArC.R.1
STATES AGr5q.1
71	 (2)
29	 (3)
57	 ( ;)
43	 (3)
71	 (1)
71	 tl)
71	 (^)
nb	 (1)
40,
	 (1)
71	 (^)
71	 tll
,;7	 (Z)
	
1^1n	 (1)
	71 	 (?)
	
^^	 tl)
	7 	 (1^
	
71	 (1)
26
The CEAS and Williams-type models are tested against each other with
the paired r,-test; the results are given in Table 11. There is a signifi-
cant difference in three of the CRDs. The no nparametric test (Table 11 and
Figure 12) shows a significant difference in four of the CRDs and in the
regional level aggregated fran CRDs. The Williams-type model is better in
thosA cases mere there is a significant difference; the exception is the
northwest CRD (10) in N Innesota (Figure 12) .. The. CRDs where the LEAS model
is better has higher production than the CRDs where the Williams-type model
is better. The CEAS model is also better fbr the aggregated regional
estimate.
Results comparing each of the models with a linear trend model are
included. The results shown in Table 12 are the basis for comparison of
the Williams-type model and a "strawman" model (Sebaugh, 1980) for barley
yield. . The paired t-tests show no siglificant differences (Figure 13) and
the nornparametric rank test (Figure 14) shows significant differences in
two CRDs with the strawmman or linear trend model being better in both
cases.
In comparison of the CEAS model with the "straws an' model (Table 13 and
Figure 15-16), only the CRD estimates aggregated to a state estimate for
North Dakota show any significant difference between the strawman and CEAS
model estimates using either the paired t-test or the nonparametric test.
The ALAS model estimates were better in this case. CEAS models were also
better than the Williams type estimate for this case.
In summary, the CEkS model estimates were significantly better than the
Williams-type model estimates for the aggregated estimate for North Dakota.
In CRDs having significant differences the CEAS model was better in one
higher producing CRD but the Williams-type was better for three lower pro-
ducing CRDs. CEAS was also better fb r the aggr egat ion to the regional
estimate.
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(' .1 ,A:^ 1 4 4 1 F I I f)	 T
CnQQFLATI',I"l	 :3ET iFF N j	 ACT Ili- TC TE
"1 1 1PI NA 1 , j `)EoJ F—tit) i711!T	 TF 4; T	 YP^Pr,
TPENn AND M INTHLY	 .- r'AT wr' ;4	 [)ATA	 vC))---Ll;
-R A P LEY.14
, n4KO TA A	 1 ' ,Nt 5 1) T A
L
S T Q 4 T L I- I CrA;
STATE
	 COD	 I Q -4 o>VIK
--------------- --------------- -------------
NODAKOTA	 10	 1 -0.51) (1)	 1 (1.55	 ( p )	 1 0.57 (li
0	 1 -0. 43 (3)	 1 1),47	 (1)	 1 U.0% (2)
o	 I n:23 (3)	 1 1) .sl	 (7)	 1 o:?y (1)40	 1 -0.26 (3)	 1 1)	 )!:+	 (1)	 1 0.17 (2)50	 1 -n.46 (3)	 1 0:71	 (1)	 1 0Qe9 (2)
60	 1 0:45 (3)	 1 n.61	 (1)	 1 0.57 (2)70	 1 —0.24 (3)	 1 o,5?	 (1)	 1 0 e3 (2)80	 1 40:n (3)	 1 1) . ,1 9	 (1)	 1 0:27 (2190	 1 0:45 (3)	 1 1).'i` 	 (1)	 1 0*42 (2)
1STAT 	 MODECRES AGG .11 00:134
1
14.( 3)(3)	 1 '1 . q'i	 (1)	 1
1
,1.5c;	 (1)	 1 00 (5)
MINNESMTA10	 1 0:56 1 0.j4,	 _J)40	 1 -0.63 (3)	 1 0'.1 1	 (1)	 1
1
O,lt4 (2)
1STATE MODEL
	 I n.32 1(3)	 1 0,61	 (7)	 1 U.69 (1)CROS	 A r7GR.1 0*38 (3)	 1 (7)	 1 o.t1p, (1)
REGIONCRDS AGGRe
STATES AGGR*
	
0.29	 (3)
	
0,27	 (3) 1,54	 0.4P	 (2)
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DATA	 M )i)EL S
:iAOLEY
yn:)T-4	 1)awr,rI	 1il)
	 'I	 ieiCj )T^
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STATE	 CPD	 I	 ' 1 TL T AN+	 ( r AS	 I	 IVc	 I, I L I A'^	 r-_  f	 I PrPC=VT4G!
------------I--------------------------I-------------------------
I	 1
N,D A KnT4	 10	 1	 2.3	 n.1	 1	 51)	 5n	 0
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30	 1	 2.5	 1.9	 ^.h	 1	 3r1	 70	 40
40	 1	 ?.4	 (..?	 l.a	 "	 I	 I	 )	 2 11	 19^0
50	 I	 2.3	 '1.0-)	 1.3	 I	 b0	 +n	 ?.0
60	 1	 3.7	 2.8	 I).a	 !	 411	 60	 20
70	 1	 1.7	 3.1	 1.-+	 1	 6'1	 40	 20
80	 1	 2.2	 3.3	 1.1	 1	 8')	 2n	 'S0
90	 1	 ?.9	 2.'R	 n.')	 1	 51	 40	 10
I	 I
STATE
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RF
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STATES	 AGGR.I	 2. 1 	 ?.9	 0.1	 1	 60	 41)	 ?u
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OF POOR QUALITY
Models are Equally Objective
The rmdels are entirely objective once the variables have been
selected. The form of the trend variable In both rmdels and the deter-
	 ' I
mination of the testure and topological variables for Williams-type models
are subjectively determined prior to the operational use of the models.
The selection .of variables 1a somewhat amore objective for the Williams-type
model since there is no screening of variables other than fixed statistical
criteria.
CEAS Models Attempt to Incorporate
Known Physical Relationships if
Statistically Significant
E
	
	 Both models consider basically the same set of meteorological
variables. The Williams-type tries to eliminate the CFD difference through
use of soil and topological considerations. Meteorological variables are
I
Included if and only if they are statistically significant for a specified
level of significance. The CEAS models apply to individual areas; neigh-
boring areas may incorporate different meteorological variables. The
Wil] ems-type models use the same variables for all areas and implicitly
assume the response is the same. Both types of models consider the sane
variables for trend. The ^hotce of trends was subjective. The deter-
mination of future or present trends is a potential problem. Models do not
detect the influence of extreme climate conditions beyond the rarge of con-
ditions contained in the developmental data. The impact of short term con-
ditions (less than a month) that are not relflected in the monthly surmay
statistics  and the impact of events of shorter time periods cannot be
assessed.
i
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Models are Adequate
Fbr Some Purposes
Adequacy depends upon the requirements of the model. The models can
provide estimates at the end of each month if coefficients for the
variables for climate conditions prior to the end of that month  are
available. If these are not available, an wsumrmption or forecast of con-
ditions through the rest of the season is necessary. This capability has
not been tested. The requirements for models of these types include a
history of yield data and chronologically corresponding climate data. Fbr
Williams-type, information on soil type and texture is required. Both
types require background information regarding the calendar of normal and
anomalous crop development. The size of the area over which the yield is
to be estimated must correspond to the area used to develop the mmdbl. The
model might be adequate for a different area of another size, but that
assumption needs to be confirmed or the model shown to be adequate before
it is used. The models can not assess the impact of abrupt changes in
technology.
•	 Timeliness of Models
Estimates can be obtained with the models at the end of the month. flow	
I
quickly these are available depends directly upon availability of the
monthly tenperature and precipitation data. If temperature and precipita-
tion data are derived from the same source as the historic data, yield
estimates would not be available from the models until one month after the
end of the month of interest. Estimates of temperature and precipitation
for these same areas, but derived from a subset of the stations used in the
historic data base, may be used instead. Yield estimates using these data
40
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can be available about a week after the end of the rmnth. Timing of the
availability of yield estimates probably requires use of these substitute
data for rmst applications. The effect of substituting these data in simi-
lar models has been examined (Sakamoto, et al).
Difference in Cost of
Models is Negligible
n
Data requirements and sophistication of software required to implement
the models operationally are insignificant. The Williams-type models do
use observations from mE,ny CMs simultaneously; this requires wre storage
in the computer than a model for a single CRD which might lead to higher
costs. However, the same rm. del is used for each CRD which might also
result in a savings.
Models are Simple Regression Models
Both models are straightforward application , of ordinary least squares
regression rrodels. Specification of the al^prithms to calculate some of
the variables is the min complication. These are necessary but once
incorporated into the software should not be any problem. Application
would be difficult on rmst hand calculators.
Models Have Poor Current
Measure of Modeled Yield Reliability
The Spearman correlation coef f is 1 ent between the estimate of the stan-
dard error of a predicted yield from the base period rmdel, Sy, and the 	 i
absolute value of the difference between the predicted and actual yield, d,
indicates whether the model provides an accurate current rrca.sure of modeled
yield reliability. It is desirable to have the r value as close to +1 as
.y
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possible, indicating that a narrow confidence interval (a function of sy)
about the predicted value is associated with smaller deviations of the pre-
dicted and actual yields. It would be reassuring if the years showing
r,	 large deviations were the years when large deviations were expected.
Examination of Table 14 reveals that not only were the values of the
correlation not close to +1, but also they were more often negative. The
f.	
CFAs model was , worsebut neither the CEAS model nor the Williams-type
model was even close to being acceptable.
0,,.,,.1-4-
Models were quite comparable with respect to most of the criteria:
adequacy, timeliness, cost, simplicity and accurate current measures of
modeled yield reliability. CEAS models are somewhat better with regard to
requiring scientific and physical interpretation of variables selected for
models rather than relying exclusively on statistical significance.
Objectivity is equal once models are developed. The reliability of the
yield indication is somewhat better with the CEAS mo&l in the higher pro-
duction CRDs and in the aggr egated estimates. Estimates for individual
CRDs are better with the Williams-type rodel.
Recommendations
Since yodels were quite comparable the recommendation is difficult.
Although it was believed that CEAS model was slightly better overall to
achieve an aggregated estimate, it is recommended that the Williams-type
not be eliminated. Williams-type was better for several CRD's and was
better in 1974, an extremely poor year for yield (See Appendix 1). These
models are quite similar with respect to input requirements and the results
of model selection criteria. Further significant improvements are quite
1 ikel y aping to require additional inputs and/or charges in rode 1 form.
19- 1
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c
M '1OEL rnMva^ TS'1^I V THE
COOPENT I %JnTCaTTON	 OF	 M^)O--LED	 YTEL')	 P=LTt:-!,LTTY
RASED 0^1	 THE	 rnaaELATT') • j C0E F EICTFNT i_TALr v
BASE PERIOU P REDICT E D ANO TEST	 YEAR AC T JAL ACC11qACY
TPEVn ANO gf)NTHLY JEiTHE D DATA	 %*,O3z.L5
9A
-)l_EY
NORTH DAKOTA AND "INNESnTA
MOnEt
I	 STRAwmaN I	 wILI_I- +S I	 C=AS
STATE	 CRD I	 R RA^lK
------------I--------------- 1---------------I-------------
I	 q PJ	 1 1K I	 a R A^iK
N.D A KOTA	 10
I
1	 0.33 (1)
I
1	 -0.0 1) (?)
I
1	 -0.37 (3)
20 1	 0.n1 (2) 1	 0.,)y (1) I	 -U.1 L, (3)
30 1	 -0.56 (3) 1	 -0.3-1 (2) 1	 -0.12 (1)
40 1	 —0.15 ( 1	 ) I	 —,).17 (2) 1	 —U.dl (3)
50 I	 —0.45 (2) 1	 0.16 (1) 1	 —0.46 (3)
60 1	 —0.50 (2) 1	 0.?5 (1) 1	 —0.54 (3)
70 1	 —0. 1 ,1+ (2) 1	 —0.73 (1) 1	 —0.09 (1)
80 1	 —0.17 (3) 1	 0.na (1) 1	 0.0o^ (?)
90 —0.48 (2) I	 —0.60 ( 1) 1	 0.01 (1)
STATE_ MODEL 1	 —0.76 (3) 1	 —0.20 c1) 1	 —0.35 (2)
MINNESOTAIO 1	 —0.46` (3) h	 n.3n (11' 1	 —0.30 (2)
40 1	 0.10 (1) I	 —O.bo (3) 1	 — 0 . 5 2 (2)
STATE MODEL
1
1	 —0.43 (1)
1
1	 —0.50 (2)
1
1	 —0.55 (3)
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00*•,^4PING TAE"1 l) AND ^n\lT-+LY JEAT ,4 E9 04T!% 10,3FLSf ( M AN= STRAwuAN 1
	 4 TL`mS = 41 1_L I AMS TY:)F	 C C aS=LEAS Utl^gi
ACTIJAL	 PaFDICTE7
	 D=
YIELD	 YIEL	 P
	
n rrni-4i	 >c'nICTE3-ACTUALSTATE
	 C.RD . YEAR
	 (0./,Hl ST44N .
 ^.1LMS -CEAS- -ST y A(d.-WILMS• CEAS
-	
--------------•-=-----------------------------------
N.DAKOTA	 10 1970 2n.1 1 14 .3 17.5 -'	 ') -n.3
-2.5 3.41471 ?n.4 2n.? ?O.n P 2.1 -n.7 -n.9 I.?
1972 :'I I C- 21.0 24.0 ?3.1 n,0 3.0 2.1
1 0 73 ?7.5 21. 7 16.1 ?1.? -0.8 -5.4
-1.31474 13.8 ?2.9 17.5 ?n.J -4.1 3.7 6.?
1475 1F+,6 ??. n 16.9 ?1 1 7 S,4 n,j 5.1
1976 19.0 21.E 17.9 19.1 ?.5 -1,2 0.11977 19.6 211b 16.2 17.7 3.n - 1 .4 - 0,9
1978 25.0 ?1,6 22.4 23.5 -3.4 -2.^+ -1.81979 10-,.9 22.9 15.3 19.5 S. q
-1.7 1.7
20 1970 19.5 14. ;3 17.4 ?_215 n.2
-1,? 4,0
1971 21.4 19.4 20. Q X 1.5 -?.() -0. 6 0.1
1972 20.6 20.4 ?3.1 20.5 -0.2 2.5 0.0
1973 20.4 20.8 18.1 22.5 0.4 -2.3 2.1
• 1974 1;.2 21.7 18.1 ?n.5 9.5 -3.9 8,4
1 4 75 17.7 ?n. 1; 16.6 19.5 3.1
-111 1.9
1 Q 76 19.8 20.0, 17. ,, 17.7 1.0 -?12 -2.1
1977 15.4 21.? 16.3 19,4 4.'3 - n,l 2.0
1 97 8 2215 20.7 2n,7 1 0 .0 Pl-1, -1.^ -3.51979 1Q.7 21.5 16.1 191'4 1.A -3.6 0.1
30 1470 19.5 20.4 20.2 21.5 0	 9 0.7 2.1
1471 24.5 20. 14 23.6 ?5.1 -3.7 -0.9 0.6
1972 21.9 2?.1 2.i,? i3.1 0.2 1.3 1.?1973 ?n, l 2?..- 20.? ?1.9 ?.•• 0.1 2.a
1974 14,8 22.9 19.4 ?n.5 4 .1 4.6 5.7
1975 2? .7 2?.1 17. 1, ?1.3 -0.6 -5.1 -1.4
1975 ??.3 22.6 1 Q .2 t 1.5 1).3 -4.1 -0.7
1977 21.P 23.1 19.n ;)3. -
D
-2.1 1.7
1 Q 78 ?4.4 23.4 2 ?.P ?4.1
-I13 -1.6 -0.3
1979 ?7.? ?4.0 ?3.5 54.4 -3.2 -3.7 -2.3
40 1970 17.1 17.9 17.9 19.9 0.8 0.9 2,14
1 9 71 ?1,5 1 9 .5 19.5 13.3 -?.9 -3.0 -8.?
1 Q 72 23.9 19.4 23.ti 74.9 -4 1 1 -n.3 0.1
1473 ?n,8 211n 15.? 14.4 n.2 -5.6 -b.41974 11.7 21.8 1O ?0.1 In.l 4.4 8 .4
1Q75 17.4 ?0.1 17.1 IR.l 3.5 -0.3 0.7
1976 19.9 20.6 16.9 14.1 n,? -3.0 -5.?
1977 16.7 21.1 16.4 14.1 4.4 -0.3
-2.5
1978 25.5 20.6 21. 1- ?_1.5 -4 1 9 -4.1
-3.9
197'4 19.6 22.n 17.J 15.9 ?.4 -2,6 -3.9
Z".
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AP i t' N1I K
i0ITST4AP TEST QFSULTS
rOQ RAPLF1 Y IEL^ q P1
NOPTH DAKOTA UND vI`,n1ESnTACnM ^APjN ri
 TaENO AND 401T-i LY 14JEATHEP DATA MD)EI.S
5TM4N=STPAW4AN 1 WILMS = WILLIA AS TYoE CEA;=CEAS H01)Fi
ACT I )AL PPEDICTED h=
YIELD YIELD	 (D/H) 09EDICTE)- ACTUALSTATE
	
CRD JEAR (O/H)
--=---=---------------=--------------------------------------
STMAN WILMS. CEAS STMA'q WILTS CEAS ....	 .•
N.D A KDTA	 50 1470 17.7 19.5 16.1 17.9 1.9 -1.4 0.11971 P4.5 ?n.l 20.5 ?1.3 -4.4 -4. n -3.?1972 20.4 21.6 20.2 14.0 1.2 -1.2 -1.4
1Q73 14.5 21.9 12.4 1Q.-J 7.,i
-1.6 5.31474 1?.3 21.3 17.0 17.4 9.o 5.0 5.1
1475 14.9 20.4 17.3 14.5 0.5 - 2.6
-5.3
1Q76 111.3 20. 7 14.5 15.4 ?.4 -3.`4 -2.9
1Q77
197P
15.7
? ?.9
20. ,4
20,3
15.4
21.1
11.2
17.1
1
-2.;)
-0.3
-1.8
-5.5
-5.a
1479 ?.n.9 ?1.1 1 1 . A 191 1) n.2
- ? . 1 -1.4
50 1970 17.5 2?.4 19.7 7P.7 4.9 2.? 5.;
1971 2^,.5 22.3 22.4 ?S.? 4.2 -4.1
-1.1
1172 22.6 ?3.7 22.4 ?5.0 1.1 -0.?. 2.4
1973 21.3 23.9 18.4 25.0 2.6 -2.9 3.7
1974 111.4 24.4 18.1• 23.0 6.0 0.9 4.6
1 4 75 X1.5 24.2 18.n ?0.9 2.7
-3.-) -0.51976 2?.9 24,? 16.5 ?4.7 1.4 - d,.3 1.9
1977 24.1 24.4 19.9 ?3.7 0.3 -5.3 -0.4
1 Q 78 29.0 24.A ??_.n ?5.3 -3.8 -5.6 -3.3
1979 2Q.3 25.7 77_.9 ?4.5 -3.5 -6.4 -4.7
70 1970 15.4 19.5 17.9 16.9 ?.1 1.5 0.;
1 g7 1 21.6 19.1 20.3 15.5 -2.5 -1.3 -6.1
1 Q 72 ?1.4 21.6 23.3 ?5.1 -0.8 1.9 3.7
1Q73 ??.1 ?1.2 16.6 1H.0 .•n. y -5.5 -4.1
1Q7 4 15.3 22.? 16.7 ??_.4 h.9 1.4 7.1
1975 1A.9 22.0 17.4 1 0^.? 5.1 0.S -0.7
1976 1Q.'S 21.5 16.1 17.0 2.0 -3.5 -2.6
1977 17.2 22.0 17.7 12.3 4.9 n.5 -4.y
1979 2r.8 21.5 20.5 22.? 0.7 -n.? 1.41979 17.7 21.4 16.0+ 17.2 4.2 -1.1 -0.5
90	 1970 11.0 16.4_ 15.7 16.4 3.4 2.7 3.4
1071 ?1.4 1 h . 5 20.0 15.1 - 4 .9 -1. 4 -5.7
1 0 72 1Q.9 17.9 ?2.1 ?2.1 -1.0 3.1 3.2
1973 1',.3 18.4 12.5 14.4 2.1 -3.9
-1.11074 ln.l 19.6 14.0 16.0 4.5 3.a 5.9
1975 17.8 17.9 17.11 14.5 n.1 - n.3 -3.2
1Q7 0^ 1-.2 1A.3 14.5 15.0 4.1 0.3 1.a1077 1?.7 1 14 .'1 17.3 12.1 5.3 4.6 -().5
1978 19.0 17.4 20.0 1 11+.3 - 116 1.0 -2.7
1 0 79 15.5 11.1 1 7 .1 12.2 1..6 O.b -4.3
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ND 0 T9 DAKOTa h\10 'AT'AF:E;nTA
CnMp A p 1N, TPFVO AND m r)AT-11_Y o F ATHFP D A TA 40DELS
9 T M AN=S'QA« lA AN 1	 4ILMS=,#'I1_LIAA•1; TY-)r'	 C_AS=CEAS lA07)r1
	
A .;TUA`	 PRE41''..TEO
S TATE	 C9D YrAa 
Y IELD	 ^TELD ^^D / N ^^	 S EnICTF^-9C71^J1([,'(J/H) STmA 1 aIL
	
AS ST^A , j ,^ji MS	 .,E^
N.DAKOTA 90	 1 x 70	 1 9 .5 20.7	 15.Q	 17..3	 >.:	 - P .6 - 10
1971	 24.8
	 21.2	 20.8	 x'1. 4 	 -1.6	 -4.n	 -3.91972	 ?1.3	 22.72 n .°	 23.1	 1	 -'^.^	 1.°
1473
	 1A.7	 23. n	11.E	 l g .^	 •.3	 -7.	 0.2
1974	17.1
	
23.1
	
15.5	 ?3.	 91.0	 -0. 1-)	 6.3
1975	 17.3	 23.3	 15.5	 15.5	 5.^	 - ? . 3	 -2.3
1976	 13.8	 22.h	 11.?	 13.+	 9.0	 -^.^+	 -0.4
1477
	 ?3,1
	 21.H	 19,5	 19.1	 -1.3	 -3.6	 - 4,r
l X 78	 ?- ;):3	 22.3	 20,n	 19,D	 0.0	 -?.3	 -2.G
1979	 2?. 9	2? .5
	
19.1	 16.E	 -'1.4
STATE MODEL
	
197n	 19.3 20.3	 i9.0	 19.7	 ?.n	 n.7	 1.4
1971	 24.2 20.7	 21.5	 19.4	 - 3.5	 -? . 7	 -4.3
1972	 21.5 22.0	 22.1	 2.1.2	 n.5	 n.6 -0.3
1973
	 19.9	 22. 4	17.1	 lh.:	 2.5	 -2.'i	 -1.4
1Q74	 1z;.1	 22. 9 	17,2	 19.1	 7.l	 2.i	 4. 0
1975	 ?l.4	 22.3	 16.3	 16.5	 ' .9	 - 4 . 1	 - i.91976
	 20. 4 	?2.4	 16.1	 17.5	 -3.6	 -?".q
1Q77	 21,0	 22.5	 16.,	 l 7 .?	 1.5	 -'•.5	 -3.14
1079	 ^7	 2?.A	 ?0.4	 ?1.^	 -l. y	-+.3	 -4.51970	 24,7
	 21.5	 20.2_	 2 n .1	 -1.2
CPO'; AGGR.
	
1070	 19.3	 2).2	 18. 9	 Pn.	 1.9	 n .2	 2.5
IQ7i
	 ?4.2 21.7
	
21. 9	?3.1	 -3.5	 -?.3
	 -1.P
1972	 21.5	 2,.9
	 22.`^	 ?2. 4 	1.3	 1 .'I	 1.'#
1973	 19.4	 22. 2	17.1
	
;1 1.>	 ?.3	 - ?.A	 1.S
1474	 1c,.1	 21'. 14
	
15. n	 ?1.0	 7.7	 ;) ,J	 5.0
1 -175	 ?n. 4 	 22_.^	 17.3	 I Q .:	 1.3	 -3.1	 -1 r)
1 0 76	 ?n.4	 ??_.^S
	 16.14	 ''1.1	 ?.1	 -3.9 
1977	 21.n	 2?.7	 18.3	 2 : ).--1 1.7	 -? . 7 	-u.?
I479	 24,7	 2?.9	 A	 ?:5.	 _l. y - P . 11	 -2.1
1x79	 24.7	 23.5	 9	 ?7,1	 -).2	 -3.9	 -2.5
I
0.
1,7
41,. .
_	 o f 
P^^R 
^t7A1-ITY
a p ac\; • )1 x
R'1 r)T rJ D AD T P ST ac;01_Tc
FOQ
	
Y TFLr)cz T"!NOP TH 06KOT4 A +10 ^i•i "!FSnTa
COM 0 ARIu r7 T9END AND MO N !T 1+IY JFATH c'^ r^ ATl MiO-
ST ,AAN=STQAWMAN 1
	 WlLmS = "J ILLT i k'S TY D F	 ^_c, =CEPS n,) lei
ACTUAL	 PQEDICTE)	 n=
YTELD
	 YIEL!O ( pe)	 _ OREDICTE3 - ACTUAL.
,..•.:j STATE. - •-CRO •^YE-4R :.
 (0/14) STuaq ,IItwS 
j
rFAS ST A AN dlL,-n^	 CEAq
4INNE l;0TA	 10 197n 19.4 22.E > 1 ).-+ 1^.? 4.2 ?.4 -0.11 971 ?6.9 22.5 14 .1 -1 3. ~ - 4 . 4 -?.-J -3.1
1072 2 4 .9 ?.3.9 )4.4 ?4.? - n . 4 -n.^
1173 ?4.?_ ?4.5 ? ^ . ? ?>.7 n.'* -11)
1 Q 74 Pn,9 21.3 1 a .2 1 ;.4 -1.7 -2.l
1075 21 .5 ? 5 .4 19.6 1 1.I
1076 26.7 25.3 19.7 ??. 0 -1.4 -7.() -3.a
1477 27.4 25.? 1Q.' ?4.1 -l.2 -7.5 -3.3
197A ?9.4 ?7,.1 ?3.7 P 041079 29.4 27.7 ?4.5 ?5.5
-1.7
40 1Q70 » . q 24.1 ??.? ? n .1 1.2 -1.7 -2.21971 25.2 24.9 23. • -1 ?5.5 - 1 .3 -?.? U.6
1972 19.3 25.9 19.4 ?1.3 6.6 1.1 2.01973 26.3 25.4 22.? -?0,1) -0.,9 -4.1' -6.3
1474 21.2 25.5 ?1. q ?1.' ,.3 n.7 0.11475 1 q . ^ 25.4 ?o. 4 1R.;; 7..4 1.-i -0.'+
1476 1'.3 ^-. 7 17.7 1 :1 .1 i>.4 ^.4 4,k
1 Q 7 7 ?7.7[ 1.a ?l. r' 1 7 . ' - i . y - 5. 7 -10.7
I Q 7R 2'.2 ?4.^+ 2?.? ?^.7 >.+ n.1) -1.1
14 79 X5 .4 24.4 '>4.4 1
	
3
-?. 11 -7.1
STATE MODEL 107() IQ	 9 ? ? .9 14.9 ^,^.- ;.0 0.0 0.a
1 Q 71 26.1 ?3.1 2?.3 ; 3.5 -'.0 -3.3 -2.1,1 Q72 ?3.1 2 4 . 4 ?4.n '3.!5 !.-3 1).') 0.71073 24.7 ?-► . a 23.-+ ». k 1 -() . y -1.Q1074 P1.0 25. c, 7;).4 ?1.:) 4.0 - 11 .^ 0.51 •-)75 ?1.4 25.7 21.E ?0. > 5.3
1976 ??.1 25.4 la
.3
1x77 X7.4 25.3 20.1 Q 79 .6 ?6.1 23.7 ?3.51 Q 79 2^.5 2', .5 24. Q ;> 3.^ ->.J -3.7 -4.9
CQO ,;	 A lrR. 197n la .q 23.1 ?1. -1 1'9.1 3.2 1.4 - 0.^+1'	 71 ?^.3 2 -4 .3 ?3.7 >4.^ - 1 . 0 ->.`? - 1.^,
1 17 ? ?".3 ?4.1 ?3.') >3.+ 1.2 - n .3 01473 2'-.9 2 ^ . y ».: 11.0 -2.y1Q74 21.n iti.7 ?o.>1 Q 75 2,).5 21.7 19.9 1'x.1 ^.c -'^.^ -1.'•
^I Q77 ?7:5 2 5-^ 2Ji2(I	 ^ ? 1 : 3^^	 J y: ^-J ^ 7 ^ + -S. 31 11079 ?;.y ?<,.4 ?3.3 ? 4 . -3.5 - r.n
i r479 24.7 2h. 0 7 4.5 it. .1
-4.' -4.5
a.
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aFGTn`1
CN')S 4GGR,	 1 0 70 14.5 2 n . a	 1 q .1 ;If) ?.? ^.^ 1.41071 ?:.,9 21. 4 	'>.4 '3.4 -3.4
137? X1,9 »,^	 :?^^ ^3^1^ ;)^5 ).7 1.1
147 -3 21.1 ?^.^	 l i,^ ^t ^5 (.7 -2.7 0.5
1474 1^.6 ? I .`	 1-1.i- ? !^ J 7,!) 7,U 4.1
1Q75 ;If' .S ?3.P	 lc+. r) 1	 3 -,. 1.?107F,
-),'4 23.3	 1.7. 4 4 -1.7
1477 2-,0 ?I,5	 I,,-^ ?1.? i.5 -+.1 -1.7
107 4 X44 ?S.4	 ?2 3.? - l. h -3.1 -2.2IZ) 4 2-,.n t -1 -4.1 -3.3
STATES AGG :^.	 1470 11.7 2 n .;	 19.? ?•) . f) ?.2 0.5 1.3
1471 2497 21.4	 21.9 2n.9 -3.3 -2.9 -3.9
1 0 72 21.9 ??.`+	 ?2. ti ?1.= ).1 0.A -0.1
I Q 7 3 PI.1 23.'^	 1N. 7 1 0 .E 1.9 -?. 4 -1."
1074 1',,7 21,E	 1 r
.1 I'4.7 `,..1 1.4 3.()1 ,075 7').4 73,7	 1 7 . 7 1 7 .5 >.3 - ? . l -2.9
147(. .4 Z3,3
	 17.-, 1Q.^
1077 U 2 3.4	 17,7 1^.^
1078 ?5.3 7?.'	 ?1. • 7)1.2 -1.7 -3. 9 -4.J
;a79 .a ?4 .	 .7 ^l.S -1. 4 -4.2 -4.3
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